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ABSTRACT 

   Electron transfer (ET) in metal/liquid interface exhibits dependence on the driving free-

energy . It has been studied depending on the quantum theory. The driving force 

energies  for the electron transfer reaction are calculated as a function of the 

reorganization , and absorption energy when a light is incident on the donor-

acceptor  system. The results show that the driving force energy for electrons increase 
with increases absorption energy and decreasing with wave length and reorganization 

energy . A MATLAP program has been used to calculate the reorganization 

energy , driving free energy , and the rate constant of electron transfer . The 

present results show that the rate constant increases with the increasing of the 

reorganization energy , and with the decreasing of the driving force energy . 

Probability of electron transfer occurs in most polar solvent  system and has low 
driving force energy. 
Keywords: Driving Force, Electron transfer, Metal/Liquid Interface 
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 عمى ثابت معدل الانتقال الالكتروني لوصمة سطح معدن /سائلتأثيرطاقة القوة الدافعة  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

     Electron transfer reactions represent a 

simple process which occurs in donor-

acceptor system molecules. The transfer of a 

single electron from an atom or a molecule to 

another is considered to be the most 

elementary reactions.It is one of the most 

important reaction in physical chemistry and 

biology involves an oxidation of donor state 

 and reduction of an acceptor state │  

[1]. 

The electron transfer reaction rate could be as 

fast as 1PecoSec
-1

 and as slow as 1 Year
-1

, 

depending on reactions environmental 

conditions. An electron transfer reaction may 

occur between an electrode and molecule or 

ion (heterogeneous) or between two molecule 

or ions (homogeneous and bimolecular) or 

between the two constituents of the same 

molecule or ion (homogenous and 

unimolecular) [2]. Electron transport at the 

Nano scale is remarkably essential to many 

processes in nature and is therefore an 

important subject in scientific disciplines such 

as biology, chemistry, and physics. Electron 

transfer processes are also essential in 

electrochemistry which concerns the reactions 

taking place at the interface between 

electronic conductors and ionic conductors 

[3]. It should be noted that the particle that is 

actually transferred in redox reactions need 

not always be just a single electron [4]. 

Rudolph Marcus described electron transfer 

between two states, a model which was the 

basis for the classical theory of electron 

transfer. Latter, this model was extended to 

describe electron transfer from a single 

donating state to a continuum of accepting 

state [5]. Understanding transport across the 

interface between the active organic molecule 

and the metallic electrode has proved 

particular challenging, especially in the single 

molecule limit. Electron transfer between a 

  الخلاصة

ي اكيتقلو اكللترميي طي مةللا معلدي /َللسو سعتملد عللد القلم  الداطعلا لللترميلل  م لد در  سعتمللدا عللد  سيملم ج س     
يظلر  و طل لا القللم  الداطعلا للاللترميللل  ؛َلا  لدالللا لطل لا اعللد  الترتيلل  م الطل لا الممتةللا عيلدمل يَللقط الضلما علللد  

م  الداطعللا للاللترميللل  تلل داد مللع  يلللد  الطل للا الممتةللا متيللل ع الطللمو مطل للا سعلللد  مَللتقاوو  لليى طل للا القلل-يظلللى مللليح
اَللتعمو ل؛َللل  طل للا القللم  الداطعللا للاللترميللل  م مطل للا اعلللد  الترتيلل  ممعللدو اكيتقلللو  MATLAPالترتيلل و اريلللم  او

طل للا اعللللد  الترتيلل  متيلللل ع طل للا القلللم   اظ للر  اليتللللس  اي معللدو اكيتقللللو اكللترميللي يللل داد مللع  يللللد   لقللداكللترمييو
 الداطعا لللترميل و سي س؛تملليا اكيتقلو اكللترميي ت؛دث ليظلى ل, اَتقطلايا علليا مطل ا  م  داطعا للاللترميل   ليلاو
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molecular and a metal surface is a ubiquitous 

process in many chemical disciplines, ranging 

from molecular electronics to surface 

photochemistry. Subsequent evolution of the 

excited electronic wave function is probed in 

energy, momentum, and time domains by the 

absorption of a photon. These experiments 

studies reveal the important roles of 

molecule/metal wave function mixing, 

intermolecular band formation, polarization, 

and localization in interfacial electron transfer 

[6]. 

The field of electron transfer has been greatly 

advanced by the detailed analytical theory in 

the past half century ago depending on the 

standards theory and also by introduction a 

new technology, such as photochemical 

initiation [7]. The aim of this work is the 

study of the effect the driving force energy on 

the  electron  transfer rate constant  at Cu 

metal with 1,4,5,8-naphthalene tetra 

carboxylicdiimide molecule  interface system; 

that is calculated theoretically depending on  

the  reorganization energy. 

Theory 

    The rate of the electron transfer from a 

discrete donor state to continuum acceptor 

state is the time derivative of the probability 

which is given by [8]. 

) ……………………1 

where  is the Planck constant divided by 2π, 

 is the coupling matrix element between 

the electronic state of the metal and the molecule 

of liquid ,   is the reorganization energy , is 

the Boltzmann constant ,  is absolute temperature 

,and  is the Fermi-Dirac probability 

distribution of the electrons in the electron metal-

liquid interface and given by [9].  

 

…………………..(2) 

 

For electron transfer in metal/liquid interface  

system, the rate constant of electron transfer 

at metal/liquid interface can be got by 

substituting Eq.(2) in Eq.(1),and solving the 

integration Eq.(1) ,one gets [10]. 

…………………..(3) 

The reorganization energy  due to the 

electron transfer reaction for metal/liquid 

interface is given by [11].  

……(4) 
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where e is the electron charge,  o is the 

vacuum permittivity, D is the distance 

between the complex and electrode, R is the 

radius of the molecule and  is the 

polarity function  that given by. 

……………(5)  

Where  is the staticdielectric constant of the 

solvent, n is the refractive index of the 

solvent. 

The radius of the molecule can be estimated 

from the apparent molar volume using 

spherical approach [12].  

……………………… (6) 

Where M is the molecular weight, N is 

Avogadro's number, and   is the mass 

density. 

The driving force energy of the electron 

transfer reaction is a function for the 

absorption energy and the 

reorganization energy  is given by [13].  

 

 Where  is the Planck constant,  is the 

frequency,   where c is the velocity of 

light, and   is the wave length.  

 

 

 

Results 

One of the most important parameter for the 

Studies of the electron transfer rate constant at 

metal/liquid interface is the driving force 

energy    that can be calculated 

theoretically using Eq. (7). 

The absorption energy  

can be roughly taking   from the      wave 

length for  thespectrum region (350nm-

800nm) and transform energy equation  , 

where = 4.135667334  ,C is 

the velocity of light .  

      The reorganization energies   for 

the electron transfer have been evaluated 

using Eq.(4-5) with the values of the static 

dielectric constant  , and optical dielectric 

constant  ,for solvents from table (1). 

    The radius  for donor and acceptor system 

are estimated using approach in Eq.(6) with    

the values of Avogadro's constant 

, molecular weight 

M=302.24 [15], density is1.751 g/cm3 [16] 

for  1,4,5,8- naphthalene tetra 

carboxylicdiimide molecules  and molecule 

weight                       

M= , and =   for 

Cu metal [14] in Eq.(6).  The estimation of 

the values of radii are 1.41343A and 

4.089977A for Cu metals and of 1,4;5,8-
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naphthalene-tetracarboxylic diimide 

molecules respectively. 

The driving force energies   is 

provided the electrons to transfer cross 

interface. It is related to the difference 

between the reorganization energy from table 

1 and the absorption energy spectra (350nm-

800nm), results are summarized in table 2. 

   The rate constant of the electron transfer at 

semiconductor/liquid interface was calculated  

using Eq.(3) with a Matlab designed program 

and inserting  the result   of the reorganization 

energy fromtable (1) , the matrix element 

coupling coefficient [17], driving force 

energy from table (2) ,and temperature is 

taken T=300K ,results are shown in table (3). 

Table 3 shows the results of the rate constant 

for electron transfer at Cu metal/ 1,4,5,8- 

naphthalene tetra carboxylicdiimide molecule 

liquid interface with variety coupling 

coefficient . 

Discussion 

Electron transfer interactions at 

metal/molecule interface system should be 

effected by polarity parameter for the solvent 

molecules. The reorganization energy 

(eV) is large for large polarity function 

and vice versa, this indicates that the 

reorganization energy (eV) is a function 

of the polarity of the solvent. The probability 

of electron transfer across the 

interface created between metal and molecule 

in solvent system depends on the 

reorganization energy (eV), driving force 

energy  and the coupling coefficient 

(eV). The probabilities of rate 

constant at metal/molecule 

system are depending on the organization 

energy (eV) of the electron transfer. It is 

calculated depending on continuum Marcus 

theorywith thephysical concepts such as a 

refractive index, and static dielectric constant 

for donor/ acceptor system. 

Results of the driving force 

energy  in table 2 for electron transfer 

is take term accounting for the drive more 

electron to transfer across interface, that 

describe the interactions between of the donor 

state wave function and acceptor state wave 

function. Results of the driving force energy 

show that the drive energies  for 

electrons as a function of the reorganization 

energy and the absorption energy at region 

(350-800) nm. Table 2 of the driving 

force , show that its energies that take 

to bring the donor and acceptor together  and 

is the part of the work broken to derive the 

electrons  to transfer from donor to acceptor. 

The driving force energy to drive the 

electron increases with increases absorption 

energy and decreasing in wave length and 

reorganization energies for 

system.Furthermore, the reorganization 

energy (eV) and the driving force energy 
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 and the coupling coefficient energy 

are the base of electron transfer in system. 

Data of rate constant depending on these 

parameters enable to understand the idea of 

the behavior of electron transfer in 

metal/molecule 

Data of ET rate constant  

that occur in metal/molecule system with lest 

polarity function solvents,that’s view from 

comparing between tables 1 and 2.  

On the other hand, the rate constant 

 values are large for system with 

lest polarity function and low values of 

reorganization energy, this indicates that 

Ethyleneolamine and Dimethylsulfoxid l are  

more reactive towards metal than others and 

ET occur activity with less polar solvents. 

Table 3 gave the theoretical results for rate 

constant of electron transfer and show that 

rates are increasing with increasing of the 

driving force energy. This because of when 

the system have low reorganization energies 

make the driving force energy become large 

and finally more electrons that transfer the 

interface between metal and molecules and 

vice versa .On the other hand, the absorption 

energy divided to reorientation the system to 

transfer and the other enable to drive the 

electron to transfer due to tunneling height 

from donor to acceptor and the rates are 

increasing.  

Another controlling of electron transfer is 

the coupling coefficient (eV) that   

can be assume   in the range 

 for 

metal/molecule system according the 

experimental data [17]. At interface between 

metal and molecule, the wave functions for 

metal and molecule overlapping and electron 

can be transfer due tunneling. However, if  

the electron tunneling occurs, the initial and 

final electronic states should have 

approximated equal energies that happen 

under the  considering continuum of 

electronic states for the metal/molecule 

system interfaces. These electronic states are 

brought into resonance by fluctuations of 

polar medium surrounding metal and 

molecule system and this resonance is the 

transition state of electron transfer reaction. 

Conclusions 

    In conclusion the probability of 

electrontransfer across the 

interface created between metal and molecule 

in solvent system depends on the 

reorganization energy (eV), driving force 

energy  and the coupling coefficient 

(eV). 

Driving force energy for electron 

transfer is a function of the reorganization 

energy and the absorption energy take term 

accounting for the drive more electrons to 

transfer across interface, and describe the 

interactions between of the donor state wave 

function and acceptor state wave function. 

The driving force energy to drive the 

electron increases with increases absorption 

energy and decreasing in wave length and 

reorganization energies for system. 
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Electron transfer  rate constant 

 that occur in metal/molecule 

system with lest polarity function  and low 

values of reorganization energy and  show 

that rates are  increasing with increasing of 

the driving force energy due to tunneling  

height from donor to acceptor and the rates 

are increasing. At interface between metal and 

molecule, the wave functions for metal and 

molecule overlapping and electron  

can be transfer due tunneling and  

electronic states are brought into resonance by 

fluctuations of polar medium surrounding 

metal and molecule system and this resonance 

is the transition state of electron transfer 

reaction.

Table 1. The results of the reorganization energy  for electron transfer at 
Cu/ for 1,4,5,8- naphthalene tetra carboxylicdiimide molecule interface system. 

 

Table 2. The results of the   calculated driving free energy for  the electron transfer 
in Cu/1,4,5,8- naphthalene tetra carboxylicdiimide systems with ten solvents. 
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Table 3. The results of the rate constant for electron transfer at Cu metal/ 1,4,5,8- 
naphthalene tetra carboxylicdiimide molecule liquid interface with variety coupling 
coefficient . 
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